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A rudimentary map of 

potential sources of 

large earthquakes in and 

around Taiwan  

(Shyu et al., 2005, JGR)



(Megawati et 

al., 2009)

Paleo-tsunami record in Taiwan?
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How about pre-historic event?
How about eastern Taiwan?



Legends from the Amis tribe, 

eastern Taiwan



The Chenggong coast is fringed by a series of Holocene marine terraces. 

Excavation sites are located on the terrace at ca. 15-20 m asl. 
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Map A
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Hengchun Pen.

Coral boulder

Possibility of paleotsunami in Taiwan



Continuous section using 

Geoslicer in areas with limited 

space or gravel rich sediments



Core obtained by Geoslicer

-3 m

Sand with brackish shell

Terrestrial marshy deposits

Terrestrial deposits 

Land surface



Two, probably three events during 

the last 3000 years

Terrestrial: peat, tree root, landsnail

Marine or estuarine: marine or 

estuary shell, marine diatom 



Coral boulder

Coral boulder on Holocene marine coral terrace 

Holocene Terrace



B1
B2

B3

Three coral boulders on Holocene coral terrace

Tsunami?  Timing?

(Matta et al., 2013)



Radiocarbon ages from the coral terrace 

and boulders 

Sample

occurrence
Sample no. Lab no.

14C age

yr BP

Cal yr 

BP

in situ coral 20051015-4 NTU-4457 5270 ± 50
5320-

5220

in situ coral 950702-08 NTU-4575 5160 ± 49
5220-

5120

coral boulder (B1) J-1 NTU-5331 4530 ± 50
4860-

4570

coral boulder (B2) J-2 NTU-5365 5000 ± 50
5490-

5250

coral boulder (B2) J-3 NTU-5338 4570 ± 50
4910-

4620



Pros:

The size of boulders are 

likely only movable during 

extreme events

All boulders are coral reef 

blocks

Only few boulders along the 

stretch of coast

Cons:

The age of boulders only 

shows that they are blocks 

of the Mid-Holocene coral 

terrace

Very difficult to 

confirmably exclude the 

possibility of storms
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An even more noteworthy legend from the Tao 

tribe, on Lanyu Island, southeastern Taiwan



Newest geomorphic 

and paleotsunami

study on Lanyu Island

Many landslide and 

debris flow deposits

Two steps of Holocene 

terraces, villages and 

roads are on the 

higher terrace
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Site 14, northern Lanyu

A very large (~7 m in diameter) coral block



Site 9, northern Lanyu

Two coral blocks at this location



Site 8, northwestern Lanyu

One young  coral block



Site 12, northern Lanyu

One large (~4 m in diameter) 

and one smaller (~3 m in 

diameter) coral blocks



Site 7, northwestern Lanyu

One large (~5 m in diameter) coral block, but it is quite 

likely transported from a nearby source



Site 13, northern Lanyu

Two coral boulders; they are relatively smaller (~3 m) and may 

have possible nearby sources



Criteria for identification of possible tsunami 

boulders:

Primary criteria (for identifying target sites):

Size of boulders (comparing with recent storm events)

Rock type of boulders (not from local landslides)

Secondary criteria (for ranking of tsunami possibilities):

Shape of boulders (round or stick-shaped vs. disk-

shaped)

Possibility of nearby sources



Combined age results of coral boulders from Lanyu Island



Newest geomorphic 

and paleotsunami

study on Lanyu Island

Many landslide and 

debris flow deposits

Two steps of Holocene 

terraces, villages and 

roads are on the 

higher terrace
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(Megawati et 

al., 2009)

Summary



Two, probably three events during 

the last 3000 years

Terrestrial: peat, tree root, landsnail

Marine or estuarine: marine or 

estuary shell, marine diatom 
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Newest geomorphic 

and paleotsunami

study on Lanyu Island

Many landslide and 

debris flow deposits

Two steps of Holocene 

terraces, villages and 

roads are on the 

higher terrace


